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Escape Velocity
Abstract
In this project, we investigated if it is feasible for a single staged rocket with constant thrust to attain
escape velocity. We derived an equation for the velocity and position of a single staged rocket that
launches vertically. From this equation, we determined if an ideal model of a rocket is able to reach
escape velocity.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of this project is to determine the velocity needed for a single staged rocket

We ignore the effects of the
vertically in order to simplify the calculations. Additionally, we ignore the drag forces since
rockets tend to be very massive and they quickly ascend to heights where the air resistance
becomes negligible. Therefore, the only forces which we shall take into account are thrust and
gravity. Throughout this project we shall assume that the rocket is a single staged rocket. The
Saturn V rocket and the Space Shuttle are multi-staged rockets that discard their fuel tanks and
rocket engines once their fuel is consumed.

MOTIVATION
Understanding the requirements for achieving escape velocity can give engineers and
scientists a starting point for more complex problems. For instance, it is necessary for a rocket to
attain escape velocity in order for the rocket to reach the moon or for the rocket to reach the
depths of the solar system.

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH
In this problem, we shall let denote the time after the rocket launches. We also let
denote the

. Recall that the only forces that we

consider acting on the rocket are thrust and gravity. Since acceleration is the second derivative of
position, we have
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where

and

are the forces of thrust and gravity and

is the mass of the rocket at time .

The law of universal gravitation states that

where

is the universal gravitational constant,

the rocket, is the time after launch, and

where

is the mass of the Earth,

is the mass of

is the radius of the Earth. We also have

is the mass of the rocket without fuel,

is the mass of the initial fuel load, and

is the

rate of fuel consumption. We shall assume that the fuel burns at a constant rate and the thrust is
constant. By substituting the functions

and

we get
(1)

therefore
.

(2)

For an object to have enough speed to leave the gravitational pull of the Earth, the

to lift the rocket from height

into space is the integral
.

(3)

Therefore, in order to have more kinetic energy than potential energy, we must have
(4)
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In other words, if

5

is the time that the rocket runs out of fuel and

is the velocity when the

rocket runs out of fuel, then in order to have enough kinetic energy to escape E
gravitational field we must have
.

(5)

DISCUSSION
We shall now compute whether it is reasonable for a single staged rocket to achieve
escape velocity. The velocity

is near the theoretical maximum exhaust velocity for

chemical rockets that burn fuel, and it is nearly impossible to have a rocket that is

fuel

(Turner. 16-17). Furthermore, since chemical rockets have very high thrust to weight ratios
compared to all other propulsion systems, chemical rockets are the only feasible rocket systems
capable of reaching escape velocity (Sutton. 30). We shall therefore assume that we have a
rocket where the mass of the rocket with fuel is
fuel is

. Furthermore, assume that the average exhaust velocity is

rocket burns
produces

, and the mass of the rocket without
and the

of fuel per second. With these optimal specifications, the rocket
of thrust, and the engine burns for

. By solving the differential

equation (2) numerically, we conclude that the rocket achieves a velocity of
face after
a

surface is

at

. On the other hand, the escape velocity at

. This rocket did not reach escape velocity. Furthermore, the

air resistance further hinders

In addition to the

problem of not being able to reach escape velocity, there are other problems with this rocket
model. In this model, the rocket exerts
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the rocket only exerts two times the force of gravity. This acceleration will produce a great
amount of stress on the rocket and will not be bearable for any passengers inside the rocket.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We conclude that it is not reasonable for a single staged rocket of constant thrust to
escape E
rocket to reach escape velocity, it is necessary for the rocket to discard excess fuel tanks and
engines.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol
t

Description

Units

Time after launch

Seconds

Height of rocket

Meters

Force of thrust

Newtons

Force of gravity
Mass of Rocket

Kilograms

Mass of rocket without fuel
Mass of fuel
Rate of fuel consumption
Universal gravitational constant
Mass of earth

k

Radius of earth
Length of engine burn
Vf

Final velocity
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